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Fall Seminar with C. Ann
Staley, CGSM, CGLSM in
Review
One of the goals set by the society for this seminar
was to bring a nationally recognized certified
genealogist to our Bay County area and charge a
reasonable price for registration so all could attend.
According to the feedback from a majority of the
attendees that goal was accomplished.
Everyone enjoyed the BBQ lunch and door prizes
that was donated. Yes, you heard right, they both
were FREE, but not without WORK!
[Who
remembers Maynard G. Krebs on the Doby Gillis
Show?]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqzpQPDSr2s
The gift certificates donated, totaling over
$200.00, were obtained by Sue Cope
Outback Steakhouse - One $20.00 Gift
Certificate and one free Bloomin Onion Gift
Certificate ($8.00 value)

January 2016

BCGS Fall 2015 Seminar

Speaker Costs
Hotel

Lecture fee
Travel
Total
Administrative
Venue (FPUMC)
Brochures B/W
Envelopes/Labels
Door Prizes
Postage brochure mailings
Handouts
Total
Refreshments
Breakfast & Snacks
Total
Total Expenses
REVENUE

O'Charley's - Four $10.00 Gift Certificates

# pre-registered

Red Lobster - Two $10.00 Gift Certificates

# non-members
At the door
Join BCGS
Revenue
Refunded/Ck. Fee

Chili's - Four $5.00 Gift Certificates
Red Elephant - Five $8.00 Gift Certificates
TGI Friday's - One $15.00 Gift Certificate

10/24/2015

Seminar Date
EXPENSES

Total Revenue

35 X
$25
13 X
$30
3 X $35
4 X $15

95.34
$600.00
$200.00
$895.34
$100.00
$70.33
$12.24
$50.91
$25.00
$81.65
$340.13
$201.52
$201.52
$1,436.99
$875.00
$420.00
$105.00
$60.00
$1,460.00
$30.00
$1,430.00

Olive Garden - Five $5.00 Gift Certificates

Revenue Decrease
Applebee's - Three $5.00 Gift Certificates

-$6.99
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Photos from the 2015 Fall Seminar taken by Bill Zehner

Ann Staley shared so much information with those who attended the BCGS Fall Seminar.
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“Claws or Clues” Review
The first presentation Ann gave is one of her most
popular, Claws or Clues – Scratching for the Elusive
Ancestor.1 I know all of us have a few of those
“elusive ancestors,” and sometimes all we need to do
in order to locate them is create an organized
genealogy research plan.
According to Ann’s presentation we need to begin by
reviewing and assembling the recordst we already
have. As we review these records we can separate
and re-evaluating the information we have and
determine our next step. She suggested creating an
“Evidence Evaluation” chart, which is similar to the
research log below. An evaluation chart might
contain the following headings: Research Question,
Type of Document, Citation (contains location where
document was found), Information Found, Reliability
of Information, and Evidence Type.
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One of the nation’s foremost experts
in the field of genealogy research,
evidence evaluation, and source
citations is Elizabeth Shown Mills.
She has several books, but her blog is accessible
online and an excellent place to find answers to
questions about this subject. To search her blog use
the search box in the upper right-hand corner of her
home page. https://www.evidenceexplained.com/
Many documents contain both primary and secondary
information. For example, on a death certificate the
cause of death and death date is primary information
because those facts are provided by a medical official
or coroner. On the other hand, the information given
about the parents of the deceased and birth date of the
deceased are usually given by a family member who
may not have been present at the time of the person
was born. Therefore this is secondary information
because they do not have first-hand knowledge.
The census is another example that contains both
primary and secondary information; the place of
residence and the household members at the time of
enumeration can be considered primary information,
while the ages and most other information would be
considered secondary information. First, the accuracy
of the information depends on the person giving it,
and only the1940 census records who is giving the
information. Second, we have to depend upon the
enumerator’s reliability in recording that information.

As you evaluate your documents and sources it is
important to determine what type of source the
document provided in order to judge its reliability.
Therefore, we need to determine the source type by
asking, is it an original or derivative source? If it
was created near the time of the event, such as a birth
certificate, then it is an original source. Is the
information it contains primary or secondary?
Most of the information on the birth certificate is
primary because it is usually given by the Mother and
Doctor who witnessed the event. Is the type of
evidence direct or indirect? If we are seeking the
child’s birthdate then the month, day, and year the
child was born would be direct evidence because it
answers the “birthdate question” directly.
1

C. Ann Staley, CGSM, “Claws or Clues – Scratching for
the Elusive Ancestor,” BCGS Fall Seminar, 24 Oct. 2015.

By creating the evidence evaluation chart Ann
discussed in her presentation, we can review what we
already know and determine what else needs to be
done in order to further our research. Documents are
being added constantly to several online genealogy
websites. Seminars like this one helps our increases
our desire to fully analyze and evaluate each
document we already have in order to understand
where it leads and the value of its contents. We must
determine where information came from in order to
accurately and fully analyze its quality, and this is
why accurate source citations are so important. The
citation then needs to be added to the document and
to our genealogy database. Citing genealogy sources
creates a research trail and substantiates our
interpretation of the evidence found, while helping us
gain credibility among other genealogists. A common
quote is: genealogy without documentation is
mythology.
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How About Writing Up
Your Family History?
SM
By William J. (Bill) Zehner, CG

Publishing your family history is not as overwhelming as it may appear at first glance. When you
have gathered about all the information you can for a
particular family, it is time to think about the future.
You won’t be here
forever to explain it
all to whoever will
listen. Why not get
the story down on
paper so your family
will have access to
the
valuable
information that you
have gathered over
the years about your
ancestors?
I have never seen two family history books that are
written along the same lines. Each was apparently
constructed according to the dictates and preferences
of the author. But there are specific construction
techniques which cover most situations.
1. A compiled lineage is a comprehensive history of
the people who link a specific person with one of his
or her specific ancestors. The links are arranged in an
unbroken line which can proceed from the recent past
to the distant past, called an ascending system, or a
descending system which begins with the earliest
known ancestor, and proceeds down to a recent one.
Most lineal descent groups (Sons of the American
Revolution, Daughters of the American Revolution,
United Daughters of the Confederacy, etc.) require an
ascendancy system.
2. A compiled genealogy is a comprehensive history
of an ancestor’s descendants which begins in the
distant past and proceeds to delineate his
descendants, one generation at a time.
3. A pedigree compilation of all the direct ancestors
of a particular individual is perhaps the most
common arrangement, which begins with an
individual who may still be alive, and proceeds
backward in time, noting his father and mother, his
father’s father and mother, his mother’s father and
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mother, etc., back through time.
There are two different styles used to present the
information in a genealogical compilation; the NGSQ
(National Genealogical Society Quarterly) and the
Register System. Distinctions between the two are
detailed in a publication called The BCG
Genealogical Standards Manual, issued in 2000 by
the Board for Certification of Genealogists.
In each case, numbers are usually attached to the
individuals to make it easier to keep track of a
particular line. The numbering systems differ slightly
between the two genealogy systems.
My own preference is a descendancy that begins with
the earliest known ancestor in a particular line and
proceeds, generation by generation, down to the
recent past. I have created an example using the
NGSQ system, titled Johann Adam and Anna Maria
(Mertz) Zehner Family, which is available in the Bay
County Public Library. An introductory chapter
provides information about how the book is
constructed, how to use it, how to find people in it,
and some general information about the Zehner
family. It includes a number of photographs and a
comprehensive appendix.
There are two additional things to consider: which
genealogy program and which word processor you
will use. My favorites are The Master Genealogist,
because it will pretty much write your family history
for you, and Word Perfect because it gives you great
control over what you want to print. The best
procedural guide is Producing a Quality Family
History, by Patricia Law Hatcher, CG.
[Editors Note: A couple of years ago The Master
Genealogist software, like the recent announcement
by Ancestry about Family Tree Maker, is no longer
being updated or supported, but a free trial download
is
still
accessible
at
this
link.
http://tmg.reigelridge.com/future.htm .
This article will be published in the January edition
of our local Panama City
News Herald
http://www.newsherald.com/lifestyle
Other “Tracing Past” articles can be found on our
Bay County Genealogical Society webpage.
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~flbcgs/tracingpa
sts.html ]
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President’s Message

of printed reports that are contained in most desktop
and laptop program.”

Richard “Dick” Eastman was the speaker at our 2014
Spring Seminar. During this seminar hes presentation
he did not speak favorably of Family Tree Maker
software. Therefore, I was very interested to see what
he had to say about Ancestry’s decision to, “Retire
Ancestry
Family
Tree
Maker
Software.”
http://blogs.ancestry.com/ancestry/2015/12/08/ancest
ry-to-retire-family-tree-maker-software/

Janice M. Cronan, President

In his EOGN blog2 Dick stated, “This announcement
shouldn’t surprise anyone. For several years,
Ancestry.com has supported TWO interfaces: a web
interface at http://ancestry.com that looks at the
company’s online databases plus the Family Tree
Maker software installed in Windows and Macintosh
computers that looks at the same online databases
plus allows the user to add more information with the
option to keep the new information private or to share
it online. In effect, Ancestry.com’s biggest
competitor for some time has been Ancestry.com!
It’s tough when you compete with yourself. . . .
Current Family Tree Maker users have three
options to choose from:
1. Keep using the current version of Family Tree
Maker for some time. It will not stop working any
time soon. . . . There is no need to rush to a new
product. Perhaps a bigger risk is that support from
Ancestry.com for the now obsolete Family Tree
Maker will end on January 1, 2017. If you have a
problem after that date, you will not receive support
from Ancestry.com.
2. Switch to a different desktop or laptop genealogy
program. There are many excellent genealogy
products available for those systems.
3. Start transitioning to a cloud-based genealogy
service. . . . a cloud-based program. . . . I will warn
you that those programs have both great strengths
and major weaknesses. For instance, most of today’s
cloud-based programs do not have nearly the variety
2

Dick Eastman, “Ancestry to Retire Family Tree Maker
Software,” Eastman’s Online Genealogy Newsletter blog,
posted 8 Dec 2015
(http://blog.eogn.com/2015/12/08/ancestry-to-retirefamily-tree-maker-software/ : accessed 22 Dec 2015.

✣

23andMe is back in the
Health and Genetic
Genealogy Testing Business
With the price increase from $99 to $199 it appears
23andMe has made a turn toward the health aspect of
genetic genealogy. As we all know those health tests
are expensive. Many changes are going on at their
site and several bloggers are trying to keep everyone
up to date on the changes. Check out the 23andMe
ambassador, Shannon Christmas’s, blog. Here he
gives step-by-step instructions and screen captures,
on what to do to make sure you keep as much as can
be kept he utility of the existing 23andMe system.
http://throughthetreesblog.tumblr.com/post/13277271
8132/prepare-for-the-new-23andme
On December 4, 2015 Roberta Estes wrote an article,
“Heads Up about the 23andMe Meltdown.” In this
blog she has a timeline of articles about the changes
taking place.
http://dna-explained.com/category/23andme/
Judy G. Russell, The Legal Genealogists, is not a
“fan” of 23andMe at all. She says, “. . . . one thing is
for sure: the new 23andMe has the same focus as the
old 23andMe — collecting our genetic data for its use
in medical and pharmaceutical development. Genetic
genealogy is just along for the ride,…. and that ride is
likely to be even bumpier from here on out.”
http://www.legalgenealogist.com/blog/2015/10/25/th
e-changes-at-23andme/
For anyone who has results from a autosomal DNA
test and wants to have their health data analyzed,
including those with the V4 chip tests from 23andMe.
(tests from Nov. 2013 through Oct 2014) this post
explains how you can upload your DNA results to
Prometheus and obtain a health report similar to teh .
http://www.legalgenealogist.com/blog/2014/07/13/ahealth-data-option/
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In Memoriam 2015

Mildred and A. D. Richbourg, faithful members
of BCGS attend the Oct. 22, 2011 Fall Seminar
with others.
Mildred Penton Richbourg, age 90, of Panama
City, Fla., passed from this life on April 3, 2015 to
join her loved ones in heaven. She was born Oct. 28,
1924 in Bogalusa, La., the daughter of Randal
Adolph Penton and Hettie Verna Warner. She was
preceded in death by her husband of 71 years: Adrian
Dee (A.D.) Richbourg; son, Adrian Colt Richbourg;
sister, Ruby Nell Penton Delcomyn; two brothers,
Hewitt Hillard Penton (Jo Thelma,) Joe William
Penton (Mildred) and a nephew, Jeffery William
Penton.
Mildred was a genealogist
and family historian, and a
published author of five
family history books. She
was a member of St. Andrew
Baptist Church for 58 years.
She graduated from FSU
with both BS and MS
degrees. She was a retired
Bay County educator where
she taught school for 31 years
at
Trinity
Lutheran
Kindergarten, St. Andrew Elementary School and
Lucille Moore Elementary, Chapter 1. She was a
member of the DAR, UDC, Colonial Dames XVII
Century, Bay County Genealogical Society and past
Alpha Delta Kappa Sorority Member. Obituary
✣
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President’s Citation Award

Jo Hanson was the recipient of this year’s award
for her excellent service as BCGS refreshment’s
chair. Thank-you, Jo!
Photo by Sue Cope
✣

2015 Christmas Stories
Photos by Sue Cope and Janice M. Cronan

Cheryl Wisner shared a story about her
artifact --the piano roll.
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Christmas Photos, Artifact and Story Sharing....Continued
Becky Saunders shared a serendipitous event ---a lost baby book returned to her at the library.

Jerry Widrig shared photo of his Grandmother as
a child and the wooden shoes she wore.

Walter Sherman shared how his family
traveled the intercostal waterways and
brought back Christmas trees years ago.
Sally shared a needle point sampler,
“Remember the Good Old Days,”
and Jo rang her school bell!

Kim Mazza shared her story about her treadle
sewing machine and the scar she has from it.

Mary Collatos, one of our new
members, shared an artifact that
contained photos of her father and three
uncles...all who served in WWII and
returned home safely.
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Extractions Report
By: Diana Cochran

Saturday, 16 January 2016 1:00 pm
Creating Excel Lists from your Ancestry.com
Genealogy Information
By: Larry Anderson
The Excel spreadsheet is an
excellent tool to use in our
genealogy research. Many of
us have used it to create
timelines and research logs.
Larry’s presentation will
show us how we can also use
it as a powerful tool that will
sort data. His presentation will give step-by-step
instructions on downloading lists from Ancestry.com
and uploading it to an Excel spread-sheet. Once the
information is on the spreadsheet it can be used in
several different ways to help with your genealogy
research. With all the changes taking place at
Ancestry.com wouldn’t it be nice to have a
spreadsheet with information about your ancestors
somewhere else other than the website?

Saturday, 20 February 2016 1:00 pm
Proving Our Pedigree to Join Lineage Societies
By Janice M. Cronan
Membership in lineage societies has enabled me to
honor and preserve the legacy many of my ancestors.
Other reasons for joining a lineage society might
include socializing with others who have similar
interests, participating in the society’s charitable
endeavors, or supporting the society’s libraries and
museums. We have several local chapters in Panama
City as extensions of State and National
organizations. This presentation will show what types
of records are needed to submit for membership.

Florida State Genealogy Society – Host
of the NGS Family History Conference
4-7 May 2016
Participants will gather in Fort Lauderdale, FL and be
able to choose from 180 lectures and workshops. To
register and stay up to date on activities log into:
http://conference.ngsgenealogy.org/

By the time you read your
newsletter, we will have
wrapped up 2015. I think it was
a good year for our Society and
am happy to report that it was a
good year for the extractions
committee.
Thanks to our volunteers Bill Zehner, Sharon
Hagans, Jerome Widrig, Jan Williams and Sally
Rinehart. We have completed a number of years for
the Panama City Pilot BMD notices and indexed one
book. Also, the 2015 obituaries for the News Herald
are complete through September 2015.
In addition to what they have completed, Sharon is
working on 1931 Panama City Pilot BMD notices
and Jerome is working on 1940 Panama City Pilot
BMD notices. Bill is working on 1923 Panama City
Pilot BMD notices and Sally is continuing to work on
2015 and 2016 News Herald obituaries.
We still have opportunities for you to become a part
of this committee. We never know when we may
help someone break down their brick wall because of
the information found on the Bay County
Genealogical Society website. Thanks to Bill Zehner
for putting all of this information on our website.
http://www.northwestfloridagenealogy.com/gengate/i
ndex Looking forward to a great year in 2016!
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New Books
In the Genealogical Collection Of
The Bay County Public Library
By Laura Moree, Genealogy Specialist
16 September –30 November 2015
Florida
Our Colonial Ancestors and Lineage Charts :
Captain James Day Chapter of Colonial Dames
XVII Century / FL Gen R929.2 OUR

Georgia
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The Surnames of Whales / Rowlands, John / Gen R
929.42 ROW

Missouri
Early Missouri Ancestors, Volume 1 / Stanley, Lois /
MO Gen R 929.3778 STA

North Carolina
North Carolina Eastern Cherokee Indian
Census, 1898 -1899, 1904, 1906, 19091912, 1914 / Bowen, Jeff / NC Gen R
929.3756 BOW

Cumberland Island / Barefoot, Patricia / GA Gen R
975.8746 BAR

New York

On the Rim of the Caribbean: Colonial Georgia and
the British Atlantic World / Pressley, Paul M./
GA Gen R 975.8 PRE

Migration From the Russian Empire: Lists of
Passengers Arriving at the Port of New York, 3
Vols. / NY Gen R 929.3747 MIG

Our Revolutionary Soldier: Joab Brooks of Georgia/
McGlamery, Josephine Brooks / GA Gen R
929.42 MAC

Pennsylvania
White Pennsylvania Runaways, 1720 – 1749/ Boyle,
Joseph Lee / PA Gen R 929.3748 BOY

General
Virginia
Applications for Enrollment of Creek Newborn, Act
of 1905, Vol. 1/ Bowen, Jeff / R 975.004 APP
Baptists on the American Frontier: A History of Ten
Baptist Churches of Which the Author has been
Alternately a Member / Taylor, John / Gen R
286 TAY
Early History of the Cherokees: Embracing
Aboriginal Customs, Religion, Laws, Folk-lore,
and Civilization/ Starr, Emmet / Gen R 970.004
EAR
Indian Wills, 1911 -1921: Records of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, 2 Vols. / Bowen, Jeff / Gen R
929 BOW
Polish Roots = Korzenie Polskie / Chorzempa,
Rosemary A. / Gen R 929.1 CHO
Stories From the Battlefield: A Beginning Guide to
World War II Research / Holik, Jennifer / Gen
R 940.54 HOL

Social Life in Virginia During the War for
Independence / Cometti, Elizabeth / VA Gen R
975.5 COM
Stafford County, Virginia Deeed & Will Abstracts
1686 – 1693, 2 vols./ Sparacio, Ruth / VA Gen
R 929.3755 SPA

Stafford County, Virginia Order Book Abstracts
1692 – 1693/ Sparacio, Ruth / VA Gen R
929..3755 SPA
Stafford County, Virginia Tithables: Quit Rents,
Personal Property Taxes and Related Lists
and Petitions, 1723 – 1790, 2 vols./ Vogt,
John / VA Gen R 929.3755 VOT
Stafford County, Virginia Will Abstracts 17481767/ Sparacio, Ruth/ Gen R929.3755 SPA
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THE BAY COUNTY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY
P.O. BOX 662 PANAMA CITY, FL 32402-0662
The Bay County Genealogical Society is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
advancement, education and promotion of personal and general genealogical research
and the preservation of historical records relative thereto, for the cultural enrichment of
the people of Bay County, Florida, and surrounding areas.
Membership in this organization, with voting rights and the right to hold office, is open to
anyone, without restriction of race, color, creed, or sex, who has a continuing interest in
genealogy and whose membership dues are current.
Meetings are held the third Saturday of each month (excluding July and August) at 1:00
p.m. in the Panama City Library. The Executive Board meets in the Library at 10:00 on the
third Saturday of each month. Membership dues are $20 per year for individuals, $20 for
single-address families, and $10 for full-time students, payable by December for the
following year. Our Web address is www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~flbcgs
The County Line is a newsletter of the Bay County Genealogical Society (BCGS)
The County Line is published quarterly (January, April, July, and October) by the BCGS.
Subscription to The County Line is included in the dues of the members of the BCGS.
Subscription for nonmembers is $10 annually. Editor: Janice Moore Cronan. For questions,
comments, or submissions E-mail: jmcronan@aol.com. Postmaster send address changes to
the Bay County Genealogical Society at the address shown above.
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